Ultraviolet
By R J Anderson.

I like this book because it is interesting and different; it is constantly changing and has lots of twists and turns that have a different story to tell. It also has some funny and sensitive storylines that keep your interest throughout.

I recommend this book to a person who enjoys a story that continually changes track, keeping you intrigued.

Beth Turton C/CTY
I really liked Skipping Christmas written by John Grisham.

This book is about a husband and wife who get fed up with the cost of Christmas and decide to go on a cruise instead.....and the build up towards it. It is a very funny story and worth a read.

Review by Miss Bassett
Inkheart
by Cornelia Funke

This book is about a girl called Meggie. Her mum mysteriously disappeared when she was only three years old whilst her dad was reading a book called Inkheart to her! When a stranger turns up outside her house her dad has to reveal secrets...lots of them. She overhears them talking like old friends about people with odd names like Capricorn and Basta. Who is this man? What is he here for? And what will happen next...?

Don’t miss the other two books in the series called Inkspell and Inkdeath. I would recommend this book for people who like exiting stories!

Tia McKeown R.AWS
Powder Monkey: the adventures of Sam Witchall
by Paul Dowswell

Powder Monkey is about a 14 year old boy, called Sam. This story is full of action, trials and sadness. This tells the story of Sam travelling from his boring Norfolk village to the hardships of the sea; will he be able to cope?

I think this book is well written and brilliantly made however it took me a while to get into the story. I would recommend it to people who like diary written stories and people who like sea stories.

Jasmine Anghelone S/CWN
A Clockwork Orange
By Anthony Burgess

This is a captivating book that successfully captures the rebellious and disturbed mind of a twisted boy who only cares for ultra violence, the government catch on to him and have some plans in store for him. This book is very unusual as it his spoken in a slang language that they all speak, at the start you have almost no clue what he is saying but you begin to understand certain words. By the end you're reading it almost like it's clear English, it sends the message that you can make a person a good person, but he will cease to have free will. This is a very good book that was highly controversial for its adult themes, but is extremely enjoyable and lodges in the memory for a long time.

Greg Miller T/LGY